Abstract

**Title of the study**: The influence of the meanings on the grammatical structure and control, a reading in the books of grammarians.

**Aims of the study**: Identifying the importance of meaning in the theory of Arabian grammar in order to refute the claims of Grammar's form, and what scattered that it is based on the form alone and it did not paying attention to meanings.

**Plan of the study**: It consists of an introduction, in order to clarify the importance of the issue, followed by four chapters, pavement in the meaning and a conclusion which has all the above mentioned elements. All of these could be summarized in the following points;

- **The introduction**: in which the researcher clarified the importance of meaning in the theory of the Arabian grammar. Furthermore, he explained the title of the study and limits of meanings which studied by the research.

- **The pavement**: in which the researcher showed the definition of the meaning, and clarified the scientists' consideration to its importance. Furthermore, he showed the relation between terms and meanings, and how the first indicate the second. The researcher supported that with that the meanings precede the terms.

- **The first chapter**: is about the influence of the singular word on the structure and control. This chapter came in two searches which represents theorization and application. The research summarized that the meaning of the singular word was considerate either in the structure or in its control.

- **The second chapter**: handles the grammatical meanings. It follows the division that Dr. Sulaiman Al-Ayid went to in his published research (Meanings of Grammar) in which he isolated between the functional meanings and the additional meanings. The researcher came to a conclusion that the work of the grammarians was depending on the grammatical meanings as identifying the speech, classification, deduction of parsing aspects, revealing the signs of grammatical positions, preventing some of the grammatical structures, in the justification, putting the whole rules and general fundamentals and in interpretation.

- **The third chapter**: is about the meaning of the formula in the structure and controlling. It discussed the importance of the morphological formula in the theory of the Arabian grammar. The researcher came to a conclusion that there is a difference between the formula the structure, and he directed his speech on the influence of the meaning of formula on both the theorization and application.

- **The fourth chapter**: is about the influence of the context meaning in the structure and controlling. It defined the context with its two inner and outer types. Furthermore, he talks about the ancient's care with the two types together, and their dependence on it to invest and control the grammatical phenomena, theorization & application.

The conclusion: It summarized what has achieved in the study's chapters & searches.